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4th IntelliCIS Workshop
13th-14th June 2011
Vilanova i la Geltrú – Spain

Contact person:
Xavi Masip, xmasip@ac.upc.edu, +34 93 896 7280 Technical University of Catalonia is pleased to

invite you to the Fourth IntelliCIS Workshop. The meeting will take place at the Engineering
School (EPSEVG) at the UPC Campus in Vilanova i la Geltrú.

HOW TO GET TO VILANOVA:
Vilanova i la Geltrú is the capital of El Garraf, a region which lies half-way between the
main metropolitan areas of Barcelona (40 kms to the North), and Tarragona (45 kms to the
South), and covers a total area of 33.5 km2. Its population is around 61.000 inhabitants. It
belongs to the province of Barcelona and is only 20 minutes from Prat International Airport
(Barcelona). It has a modern rail and road network linked by the motorways C-32 (A-16),
and E-15 (A-7) and the C-31 (C-246) road from Vendrell and the C-15 (C-244) from
Vilafranca del Penedès.

In the map above you can get an idea about the exact location of Vilanova. The city can be
reached from the airport by either:
-By taxi: it takes 25-30 minutes to reach Vilanova from the airport (via the highway) and
the cost is around 50€.
-By public transport: There are two means of public transport to Vilanova from
Barcelona Airport. They are the MonBus and the RENFE train (includes a change of
train at Barcelona Sants rail station). Bus stop and railway terminal are shown in the
map above.
-Finally you can also rent a car and drive in south direction to Vilanova by the C31 or the
C32 (toll highway 5,20€)

HOW TO GET TO THE ENGINEERING SCHOOL (EPSEVG):

Vilanova is not a big city so distances are not so big (everything you would like to get is
within walking distance).
The EPSEVG is located just in front of the railway and the bus stop. There are many
buildings composing the UPC Campus in Vilanova. You should go to building 1 (named
VG1, as shown in figure below) and follow the indications.

The EPSEVG can be easily reached from the recommended hotels. Hotel Gatell is located in
front of the UPC. Other hotels are located on the coast side. Walking the Passeig Maritim
and the Rambla de la Pau (no more than 10 minutes) would be an excellent way to reach the
EPSEVG.
Once in the EPSEVG the meeting rooms are the following:
Workshop: Sala d’Actes located on the ground floor of the main building
MC meeting room: AA201 located on the second floor of the main building.
Breakout rooms: Sala d’Actes and Sala Master
Internet wi-fi connection will be available in all the rooms.
The lunch on Monday and Tuesday will be served at the EPSEVG restaurant.
ACCOMMODATION
For those of you who still have not booked a room, it is kindly recommended to do it asap.
Below is a list of hotels and a directions map.
Hotel Solvi **

Passeig Ribes Roges, 1
www.hotelsolvi70.com
info@hotelsolvi70.com Tel:+34 93
815 12 45 Fax:+34 93 815 70 02

Double room: 53€

breakfast 5€

Hotel Cesar ***

Issac Peral, 48 www.hotelcesar.net
vilanova@hotelcesar.net Tel:+34 93
815 11 25 Fax:+34 93 815 67 19

Double room
(standard): 60€ Double
room (club): 77,60€

breakfst 7€

Hotel Ceferino ***

Passeig Ribes Roges, 23
www.hotelceferino.com

Double room: 64€
Double room single

breakfast 5€

reservas@hotelceferino.com Tel:+34
93 8151719 Fax:+34 93 8158931

use: 52€ Suite: 115€

Hotel Ricard **

Passeig Maritim, 88 bis
reserva@ricardhotel.com Tel: +34 93
8157100 Fax:+34 93 8159957

Double room: 55€
Single room: 43€

Hostal Gatell **

C/Puigcerda, 16
cangatell@hotmail.com Tel:+34 93
893 01 17 Fax:+34 93 893 47 51

Double room "PLUS":
44,86€

Apartments Atenea
Park

C/Juan Sebastián Elcano, 4-10
www.apartamentosateneapark.com
ateneapark@city-hotels.es Tel:+34
93 815 0638 Fax:+34 93 815 8883

Room reservation must be done directly with the hotel via web, email, or phone.

LINKS OF INTEREST
UPC www.upc.edu
EPSEVG www.epsevg.upc.edu/
Map of Vilanova www.viamichelin.co.uk
Information about Vilanova www.vilanova.cat/html/meet_city.html
Train www.renfe.es

breakfast:
5€

